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Three Different ApproachesThree Different Approaches

•• General General partonparton--level fixedlevel fixed--order calculationsorder calculations

–– Numerical jet programs: general Numerical jet programs: general observablesobservables

–– Systematic to higher order/high multiplicity in perturbation theSystematic to higher order/high multiplicity in perturbation theory ory 

–– PartonParton--level, approximate jet algorithm; match detector events only level, approximate jet algorithm; match detector events only 

statisticallystatistically

•• PartonParton showersshowers

–– General General observablesobservables

–– LeadingLeading-- or nextor next--toto--leading logs only, approximate for higher leading logs only, approximate for higher 

order/high multiplicityorder/high multiplicity

–– Can Can hadronize hadronize & look at detector response event& look at detector response event--byby--eventevent

•• SemiSemi--analytic calculations/analytic calculations/resummationsresummations

–– Specific observable, for highSpecific observable, for high--value targetsvalue targets

–– Checks on general fixedChecks on general fixed--order calculationsorder calculations
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Problems with Problems with Parton Parton ShowersShowers

•• Don’t include higherDon’t include higher--order correctionsorder corrections

–– No access to precision physicsNo access to precision physics

•• Don’t get soft logs rightDon’t get soft logs right

–– Limited access to Limited access to observablesobservables dependent on nondependent on non--global global 

logarithmslogarithms

•• Don’t include correct wideDon’t include correct wide--angle radiationangle radiation

–– Don’t even get LO predictions right for Don’t even get LO predictions right for multijet multijet final statesfinal states

–– Wrong matrix elements for emissionWrong matrix elements for emission

–– Limitation on accessible phase spaceLimitation on accessible phase space
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Mergers & AcquisitionsMergers & Acquisitions

•• Want an approach which combines advantages of Want an approach which combines advantages of 

parton parton showers with fixedshowers with fixed--order fullyorder fully--differential differential 

programsprograms
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Naïve ApproachNaïve Approach

•• Study Study nn jet productionjet production

•• Generate Generate nn hard hard partonspartons, then shower, then shower

•• Problem: double counting even at tree levelProblem: double counting even at tree level

–– initial generation could have small initial generation could have small Q Q 22

–– showers can generate hard radiationshowers can generate hard radiation

•• At NLO, more double countingAt NLO, more double counting

–– of virtual correctionsof virtual corrections

–– real real integrations integrations must go down into the IR regionmust go down into the IR region
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Recent WorkRecent Work

•• Multijets Multijets to LO accuracyto LO accuracy

–– Separate matrix element from Separate matrix element from parton parton shower by a slicingshower by a slicing

–– Modify matrix elements by Modify matrix elements by SudakovsSudakovs

–– Subject Subject parton parton showers to vetoshowers to veto

CataniCatani,, KraussKrauss, Kuhn, & Webber (2001), Kuhn, & Webber (2001)

•• MC@NLO: incorporate virtual correctionsMC@NLO: incorporate virtual corrections

–– Modified subtraction correct to Modified subtraction correct to O O ((ααss))

Frixione Frixione & Webber (2002 & Webber (2002 ––2004)2004)

FrixioneFrixione, , NasonNason, & Webber (2003), & Webber (2003)

some related work: some related work: Kramer & Kramer & Soper Soper (2003)(2003)
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Approaches to NLO ComputationsApproaches to NLO Computations

•• SlicingSlicing

Giele Giele & Glover (1992)& Glover (1992)

•• SubtractionSubtraction

FrixioneFrixione, , KunsztKunszt, & Signer (1994), & Signer (1994)

Catani Catani & Seymour (1996)& Seymour (1996)
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Color DecompositionColor Decomposition

where where SSnn//ZZnn is the sum over nonis the sum over non--cyclic permutations.cyclic permutations.
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Universal FactorizationUniversal Factorization

•• In the soft limit,In the soft limit,

•• In the collinear limit,In the collinear limit,
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Dipole FactorizationDipole Factorization
Catani Catani & Seymour (1996)& Seymour (1996)

•• Unify soft & collinear limits of squared matrix elementUnify soft & collinear limits of squared matrix element

•• Add soft limits to collinear factorizationAdd soft limits to collinear factorization
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Dipole FactorizationDipole Factorization

•• Leads to subtraction method at NLOLeads to subtraction method at NLO

•• DoubleDouble--real subtraction terms now known at NNLOreal subtraction terms now known at NNLO

•• VirtualVirtual--real mixed subtraction term and integral also real mixed subtraction term and integral also 

knownknown

WeinzierlWeinzierl (2003)(2003)

GehrmannGehrmann--De De RidderRidder, , GehrmannGehrmann, & , & Heinrich Heinrich (2003)(2003)

GehrmannGehrmann--De De RidderRidder, , GehrmannGehrmann, & Glover (2004), & Glover (2004)
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Antenna FactorizationAntenna Factorization

DAK (1998)DAK (1998)

•• Similarities to Similarities to CataniCatani––Seymour dipole factorizationSeymour dipole factorization

•• Combine soft & collinear limits at amplitude levelCombine soft & collinear limits at amplitude level

•• Add collinear “wings” to soft “core”Add collinear “wings” to soft “core”

•• Use treeUse tree--level current level current JJ, computed recursively, computed recursively

BerendsBerends && GieleGiele (1988), Dixon (1995) (1988), Dixon (1995) 

•• RemapRemap nn momentamomenta to twoto two massless momentamassless momenta
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Collinear Wings: Single EmissionCollinear Wings: Single Emission

•• Merge Merge aa 11, 1 soft, and , 1 soft, and 11 bb
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Antenna FactorizationAntenna Factorization

•• In any singular limit (In any singular limit (∆∆((aa,1,,1,bb)/s)/sabab
33 →→ 00),),
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Currents from Recurrence RelationsCurrents from Recurrence Relations
BerendsBerends && GieleGiele (1988), Dixon (1995)(1988), Dixon (1995)
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Reconstruction FunctionsReconstruction Functions

•• Map three Map three momenta momenta to two to two massless momentamassless momenta

•• Conserve momentum Conserve momentum 

•• Ensure no Ensure no subleading subleading terms contribute to singular limitsterms contribute to singular limits

•• Generalizes to Generalizes to mm singular emissions: singular emissions: mm →→ 22
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Limiting ValuesLimiting Values
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Gluon ExamplesGluon Examples

•• A particular A particular helicityhelicity

•• HelicityHelicity--summed square (factorization of squared summed square (factorization of squared 

matrix element)matrix element)
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Multiple Emission AntennaMultiple Emission Antenna

•• Generalizes singleGeneralizes single--emission,emission,

•• Factorization,Factorization,
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Approximate RadiationApproximate Radiation

•• Logs come from nearLogs come from near--singular radiationsingular radiation

•• Approximate matrix element for large number of Approximate matrix element for large number of 

emissions emissions —— but start the approximation at but start the approximation at n n partonspartons, , 

not at 2not at 2

•• Correspond to intraCorrespond to intra--/inter/inter--jet radiationjet radiation
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Strong OrderingStrong Ordering

•• Leading logs come from stronglyLeading logs come from strongly--ordered emission ordered emission 
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Further FactorizationFurther Factorization

→
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Subtraction TermsSubtraction Terms

•• Antenna functions serve as subtraction terms in NLO or Antenna functions serve as subtraction terms in NLO or 

NNLO calculations, here as wellNNLO calculations, here as well

•• Each antenna is the subtraction in a slice of phase Each antenna is the subtraction in a slice of phase 

space defined by the middle space defined by the middle parton parton being softest being softest 

overalloverall
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Real Emission ContributionsReal Emission Contributions

•• Subtract softest emission from Subtract softest emission from nn--pointpoint

•• Add it back in to the lowerAdd it back in to the lower--order termorder term

•• Add in approximations from >Add in approximations from >n n partonspartons

•• Subtract & add approximations with more & more Subtract & add approximations with more & more 

nested antennaenested antennae

2
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•• Build up matrix element with more & more emissions in Build up matrix element with more & more emissions in 

strongstrong--ordering approximationordering approximation

•• Put in virtual corrections using Put in virtual corrections using unitarityunitarity

•• Sum up all orders Sum up all orders ⇒⇒ Sudakov Sudakov factorfactor

Matrix ElementMatrix Element
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Evolution variableEvolution variable

•• Convenient choiceConvenient choice

•• Sudakov Sudakov factor factor ∆∆((ss00,,ss))
ARIADNE
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Parton Parton ShoweringShowering

•• Generate hard event, with up to Generate hard event, with up to nn partonspartons, according to, according to

•• Softest antenna fixes the starting scaleSoftest antenna fixes the starting scale

•• Pick new scale according to Pick new scale according to Sudakov Sudakov ∆∆((ss00,,ss))

•• Generate emission by Generate emission by remapping remapping 2 2 →→ 33

–– partons partons kept kept masslessmassless

–– momentum conserved exactlymomentum conserved exactly

•• Repeat until cutRepeat until cut--off scale ~ 1off scale ~ 1--2 2 GeV GeV is reachedis reached

•• HadronizeHadronize
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SummarySummary

•• Combining higherCombining higher--order matrix element calculations order matrix element calculations 

with with partonparton--showers would showers would 

–– fulfill longfulfill long--standing requests from experimentersstanding requests from experimenters

–– have a direct impact on have a direct impact on collider collider physics analysesphysics analyses

•• Recent years have seen a number of proposalsRecent years have seen a number of proposals

•• AntennaAntenna--based formalism can provide a uniform based formalism can provide a uniform 

framework for addressing these issuesframework for addressing these issues
–– exact phase spaceexact phase space

–– automatic momentum conservationautomatic momentum conservation

–– massless partonsmassless partons

–– all LL & NLL including nonall LL & NLL including non--global logsglobal logs

•• Numerical tests & program under wayNumerical tests & program under way


